We study the phenomenology of cosmic-rays (CRs) at the galactic/extragalactic transition, focusing on two opposite models for the composition of the extragalactic (EG) component. Model A assumes a mixed source composition, with nuclear abundances similar to that of the low-energy CRs, while model B assumes that the EG sources accelerate only protons. We study the limits within which both scenarios can reproduce the high-energy CR data, from the point of view of the energy spectrum, each with its own interpretation of the ankle (as the GCR/EGCR transition for model A; as a pair-production dip for model B) and its own source spectrum (in E −2.3 model A; in E −2.6 or E −2.7 for model B). We then focus on the energy evolution of the high-energy CR composition and compare our predictions for two main composition-related observables (X max and ln A ) with the available data, to conclude that model A is currently favoured. Uncertainties are discussed and distinctive features of the two models are identified, which should allow one to distinguish between the models in the near future when more precise measurements are available with higher-statistics experiments.
Introduction
Despite its remarkable regularity over more than 12 orders of magnitude in energy, the cosmic-ray (CR) spectrum exhibits a few features that are subject to intense observational and theoretical studies, as they may provide valuable informaPreprint submitted to Elsevier Sciencetion to eventually understand the origin of both galactic (GCRs) and extragalactic (EGCRs) cosmic-rays. Along with the so-called knee around 5 10 15 eV, whose precise energy and composition structure is not firmly established yet (Antoni et al., 2005) , and the expected, but observationally uncertain suppression of the CR flux at the high-energy end of their spectrum, due to CR interactions with the cosmological microwave background (CMB), the energy range between 10 18 and 10 19 eV is of particular interest since it is believed to host the transition for GCRs to EGCRs. Such a transition must indeed occur as it is established (notably from observation the gamma-ray emissivity due π 0 CR interactions) that the low-energy CRs have a Galactic origin, while simple considerations about the confinement of particles in the Galaxy and Galactic halo strongly suggest that most of the highest-energy CRs must have an extragalactic origin (unless their charge is unexpectedly large, which is also not favoured by the observations).
The most natural shape that a transition between two steady (featureless) components may take a priori is that of an "ankle", i.e. a hardening of the spectrum, where the harder, initially subdominant component at low energy simply takes over from the softer component at some transition energy, E t . Conversely, a "knee-like" transition corresponding to a steepening of the spectrum with no associated discontinuity is a priori unlikely, since it can be smooth only if the second component starts (roughly) at the energy where the first one stops and if at that energy they have (roughly) the same flux. Interestingly, an ankle is indeed observed in the CR spectrum, around 3 10 18 eV, i.e. precisely in the energy range where the confining effect of the Galactic magnetic fields is expected to lose its efficiency (because the gyroradius of the particles of charge Z, r g ≃ 1 kpc × Z −1 B
−1
µG , becomes comparable to the thickness of the Galaxy) and the GCR component is thus expected to die out. It is thus tempting to interpret the observed ankle as a natural signature of the GCR/EGCR transition (e.g. Nagano et al. 1992 ).
However, this energy range also corresponds to an expected feature in the EGCR spectrum if one assumes that the EGCR sources only accelerate protons. In this case, indeed, the energy losses associated with the production of e + e − pairs during the proton transport through the CMB lead to a so-called "pair production dip" in the propagated spectrum, the shape of which is reminiscent of the CR ankle. From this point of view, it may also be tempting to interpret the ankle as a signature of a pure proton EGCR component (Berezinsky, et al., 2002 (Berezinsky, et al., , 2004 , in which case the GCR/EGCR transition must occur at a lower energy, possibly around the socalled "second knee" that may have been seen in the data but with an uncertain energy scale. Some support for such an interpretation could be found in the recent results of the HiRes experiment (Abbassi et al., 2005) reporting a rapid variation of the depth of CR-induced extensive air showers (EAS), interpreted as a change of composition from heavy (typically iron) to light nuclei (protons), between 10 17 and 10 18 eV, i.e. below the ankle.
A key assumption for the interpretation of the ankle as a pair production dip is the (almost) total absence of nuclei heavier than hydrogen among EGCRs, not only by the time they reach the Earth but also at their source , Allard et al., 2005a . This is discussed in detail below. Another important parameter of the EGCR source scenario is the logarithmic slope of the assumed power-law injection spectrum, Q(E) ∝ E −x . In a recent study (Allard et al., 2005a) , we have drawn attention to the influence of the EGCR source composition on both the interpretation of the ankle and the acceleration scenario. Our results can be summarized as follows: i) if the sources manage to accelerate only protons, then the observed high-energy CR spectrum can be well reproduced with a steep injection spectrum, x ≃ 2.6-2.7 (Berezinsky et al., 2002 , De Marco et al., 2003 , and the ankle be interpreted as a pair-production dip, with a GCR/EGCR transition around 10 18 eV; ii) if the EGCR source composition is roughly similar to that of GCRs, i.e. contains a substantial faction of heavier nuclei accelerated together with protons from the ambient medium around the source, then the observed CR spectrum can be reproduced equally well with a less steep injection spectrum, x ≃ 2.2-2.3, and the ankle be interpreted as the GCR/EGCR transition (around 3 10
18 eV).
While we recalled above that an ankle-like transition is a priori more natural than a knee-like transition, the rough coincidence between the end of the GCR component and the beginning of the EGCR component might arise naturally around 10 18 eV, as result of the shortage of high-energy GCRs (due to either acceleration or propagation effects) and the suppression of low-energy EGCRs because of expansion losses and/or magnetic field filtering (Aloisio & Berezinsky, 2005; Lemoine, 2004) . Also, while a very steep spectrum and a discrimination of heavy nuclei by the acceleration process is a priori not natural (since even the primordial gas would be too Helium-rich to satisfy the pure-proton scenario requirements), it has been claimed that strong extended magnetic fields around EGCR sources might substantially increase the path of highly charged nuclei compared to protons and thus tend to suppress heavy nuclei, turning an originally mixed composition into an effective pure proton source, with a subsequent phenomenology similar to that of the genuinely pure-proton scenario (Sigl & Armengaud, 2005) .
However that may be, we shall not discuss here the plausibility of the different models, which remains risky and somewhat subjective at this stage, but rather investigate further the two main scenarios recalled above from the point of view of composition. In particular, we shall make some definite predictions about observable features in the GCR/EGCR transition region for both models and compare our results with the available data.
In Sect. 2, we summarize the different composition hypotheses and briefly recall our standard scheme for the photo-disintegration of ultra-high-energy nuclei. In Sect. 3, we compare the propagated spectra obtained within the two main scenarios investigated, their implications on the remaining galactic component and the phenomenological limits of both models. We characterize the transition in terms of composition observable in Sect. 4 and compare our results with the available experimental data. We finally discuss our results and conclude in Sect. 5.
Physical and astrophysical inputs
The propagation of ultra-high-energy (UHE) nuclei heavier than protons in the intergalactic space has first been studied by Puget et al. (1975) (see Stecker and Salamon, 1999 , for an update), who showed that the main limiting process was the interaction of these nuclei with the CMB photons through the giant dipolar resonance (GDR). Since the energy threshold for this process roughly scales with the atomic number, A, it was realised that only iron (or at least heavy) nuclei could contribute significantly to the UHECR spectrum above 5 10
19 eV. Most of the following studies of UHE nuclei propagation then considered only iron (e.g. Anchordoqui et al., 1998; Epele and Roulet, 1999; Bertone, et. al, 2002) or super-heavy nuclei (Anchordoqui, et al. 1999 ), while only a few considered also low and intermediate mass nuclei (see for instance Anchordoqui, et al., 2001 ). It should be stressed, however, that although the intermediate mass nuclei cannot indeed make a strong contribution to the spectrum at the highest energies (at least in the most standard circumstances), their influence can be noticeable in the ankle energy range, which is of particular interest for us. As recalled above, we have shown recently that by including these nuclei in the source composition a radically different understanding of the EGCR phenomenology could be reached, in which the CR injection spectrum is similar to that generally expected from relativistic shock acceleration .
However, since the EGCR composition is essentially unknown, we shall investigate two typical cases following the above-mentioned scenarios for the GCR/EGCR transition and the interpretation of the ankle. The first scenario is characterized by a mixed composition, with abundance ratios at the source similar to those of the much better known low energy CRs (model A), and the second by a pure proton source (model B). For model A we use the values given by Du Vernois and Tahyer (1996) , simply transforming the relative abundances, α i , at a given energy per nucleus (E/A) into relative abundances at a given energy,
, where x is the injection spectral index of the source (Allard et al., 2005a) . The injection spectrum of each nuclear species, i, is then given by
. This is our "generic composition" for the mixed-composition scenario, which is seen to depend somewhat on the EGCR spectral index, but our results are found not to depend significantly on the details of the composition, at least within reasonable limits, as indicated below. Likewise we consider some departure from the pure proton case by adding small fractions of He or Fe nuclei, and study the validity domain of the pair-production dip interpretation of the ankle within this scenario.
Concerning the high-energy end of the injection spectrum, we assume a simple exponential cut-off at some energy E max , and we assume that the acceleration mech-anism is governed by rigidity-dependent processes, so that the maximum energy of a nucleus of charge Z i is Z i times higher than that of protons:
We use the typical value of E M ax ( 1 H) = 10 20.5 eV, but study also the influence of this parameter.
The EGCR propagation is calculated by taking into account the main energy loss mechanisms for protons and nuclei. In addition to the universal expansion losses and the pair production losses, both treated as continuous processes, we use a stochastic approach to describe the photo-production of pions in the case of protons propagating through the CMB photon field, as well as the four main photoerosion processes for the propagation of UHE nuclei. The giant dipolar resonance (GDR) and the quasi-deuteron processes (QD) were considered in the seminal study of Puget et al. (1975) . For the GDR (which is the main photo-dissociation process because of its lower energy threshold and larger cross-section), we use the new set of cross-sections recently calculated by Khan et al. (2004) , giving a much better description of the experimental data. This allows us to follow the propagation of all the nuclei in the two-dimensional (N,Z) nuclear space. In addition, we consider the processes of baryonic resonances (BR) and photo-fragmentation (PF), which contribute at the highest energies. It should be noted that, although the GDR is the key process for the propagation of UHE nuclei, the BR contribution to the photonuclear cross-sections has the important consequence of keeping the nuclei attenuation lengths at their lowest values even at very high energy where the influence of the GDR decreases. This is due to the corresponding large cross-sections and nucleon yields. A description of the relative influence of the four processes on the iron mean free path can be found in Allard et al. (2005a) , where we also showed the evolution of the attenuation length as a function of energy. Useful parameterizations of the QD, BR and PF cross-sections can be found in Rachen (1996) . Further details on our propagation code are given in Allard et al. (2005a) .
In the following, we assume that the extragalactic magnetic fields do not strongly influence the propagation of EGCRs, and postpone until Sect. 5 a short discussion about their possible effects. Likewise, to limit the number of free parameters we make the usual assumption that the EGCR sources are distributed uniformly throughout the universe, with no significant evolution of their properties (spectrum and intensity) over the last few gigayears (although we check that strong redshift evolution does not modify significantly the main results of our study). We also assume the simplest functional shape for the injection spectrum, namely a power law, E −x , where the logarithmic slope, x, is considered as a free parameter. It should be noted, however, that in the case of a pure proton source composition, the value of x necessary to fit the data (namely x = 2.6-2.7) is so large that one cannot assume such a spectrum to hold down to thermal energies without running into an energy crisis, requiring an unreasonably large source power. For this reason, one must assume that the EGCR injection spectrum somehow gets flatter at low energy, which introduces at least two additional free parameters, namely a break energy, E br , and the slope of the spectrum below that energy. This is further discussed below. Such a complication is not met in the mixed-composition case, since the corresponding injection spectrum is flatter.
Spectral constraints on EGCR models
In Figs. 1 and 2 , we show the propagated spectra multiplied by E 3 (i.e. Φ(E) × E 3 ) obtained with the two models described above, A and B. The injection spectral index and the source power are adjusted so as to provide a good fit of the high-energy CR data. We use separately the HiRes data (Bergman, 2005) and the Akeno/AGASA data (Nagano et al., 1992 , Takeda et al., 2003 . For the latter, we shift the AGASA energy scale down by 10% to obtain a common normalization with Akeno (Nagano and Watson, 2000) . Comparison with the Auger data (Auger Collaboration, 1997) would give exactly the same results and interpretation, since the latter are essentially identical, within statistical uncertainties, with both HiRes and AGASA data sets (provided that an appropriate shift of the energy scale of less than 1σ of the systematic uncertainties be applied). We shall not consider further the Auger data here since no composition studies are available yet. Figure 1 shows the results of our propagation code for a mixed EGCR source composition (model A). It can be seen on Fig. 1a that this model provides a good fit of the high-energy HiRes data, with a source spectrum in Q(E) ∝ E −2.3 . Results are actually shown for three different compositions: i) the standard composition, identical to that of the low-energy cosmic rays (at the source), ii) a modified composition, with two times less He nuclei and two times more CNO nuclei, and iii) a second modified composition, with two times less He nuclei and three times more Fe nuclei. As can be seen, the propagated spectra are essentially identical in all three cases.
Propagated spectra within model A (mixed composition)
In Fig. 1b , the propagated spectrum is compared with the Akeno/AGASA data. As is well know, the highest energy data are only marginally consistent with the predicted GZK suppression of the flux, within 2.3 or 2.6 σ depending on the energy scale (De Marco et al., 2003) , and will require an additional component, if confirmed, both within model A and model B. Apart from this high-energy tail, the data suggest a source spectrum with a logarithmic slope of x = 2.3, as with the HiRes data.
In both cases, we show the inferred Galactic component, obtained by simply subtracting the EGCR component from the observed data. In this scenario, as already mentioned, the ankle corresponds to the GCR/EGCR transition (cf. Allard et al., Fig. 1 . Propagated spectra, Φ(E) × E 3 , for model A (mixed EGCR source composition), compared with the HiRes data (left) and the Akeno/AGASA data (right). The dashed line corresponds to the inferred GCR component, obtained by subtraction of the EGCR component from the total CR flux (data points). In both cases the source spectrum has a logarithmic index of x = 2.3, and the ankle corresponds to the GCR/EGCR transition. On the left, the three propagated spectra correspond to three different compositions (see text), with essentially identical results.
2005a). To be more precise, it marks the end of the transition, where the Galactic flux becomes negligible. This occurs around 3 10
18 eV in the case of the HiRes energy scale, or 6 10 18 eV for the Akeno energy scale. The EGCR flux is always totally negligible above 10 19 eV. The transition is seen to take place over about one order of magnitude in energy, with equal fluxes in the GCR and EGCR components around 1.5-2 10 18 eV. Figure 2 shows the results in the case of model B (pure proton EGCR sources). As can be seen, a good agreement is obtained with the high-energy data down to 10 18 eV, assuming an injection spectral index of x = 2.6 in the case of HiRes (on the left), and x = 2.7 for the Akeno/AGASA data (on the right), as found in previous works (Berezinsky et al., 2002 , De Marco et al., 2003 . As noted in Sect. 1, such an unexpectedly steep spectrum leads to an energy crisis at low energy if one does not somehow cut the spectrum, or make it flatter, at low energy. This complication is not needed in scenarios such as our model A, since the inferred source spectrum is then flatter.
Propagated spectra within model B (protons only)
While a break at low-energy is required in the case of model B, the observed spectrum does not allow us to constrain neither the energy, E br , where it occurs nor the slope below E br . In Fig. 2 , we show the propagated spectra obtained in two cases: i) without a cut, i.e. implicitly with a cut below 10 17 eV, and ii) with a break in the spectrum at E br = 10 18 eV and a spectral index x = 2.0 below the E br . In each case, we show the resulting Galactic component necessary to account for the observed fluxes in the transition region. In the first case (no break), the EGCR component appears to dominate down to 3 10 17 eV if one refers to the HiRes data ( Fig. 2a) , or even down to below 10 17 eV if one refers to the AGASA data ( Fig. 2b ). Since the EGCR component is made of protons only in that case, it clearly implies a large fraction of protons at 10 17 eV, larger than 20% for HiRes, or even 50% for AGASA, which seems to be disfavoured by the recent results of the Kascade experiment (Antoni et. al, 2005) . In the second case, when a low-energy cut is imposed to the EGCR injection spectrum, it is of course possible to reduce the extragalactic contribution to the total CR flux at 10 17 eV. This, however, is at the expense of a sharper GCR/EGCR transition, as shown in Fig. 2 . In both cases, and for any choice of the data set, the pair-production dip interpretation of the ankle implies that the GCR component has essentially died by 10 18 eV, in contrast with the case of model A. The resulting composition structure at and below the ankle will thus be very different: the aim of this paper is to make definite predictions concerning the composition observables in this region and show how present and future data can be used to discriminate between model A and model B. Note that if a low-energy cut is applied to model B, the transition must occur over an even shorter range of energy, namely less than half an order of magnitude, which implies a very sharp change of the observed CR composition, and thus a very large elongation rate (see below).
Finally, as mentioned above, sufficiently large extragalactic magnetic fields could lead to an additional suppression of the low-energy EGCRs (Aloisio and Berezinsky, 2005 ; Lemoine, 2004; Parizot, 2005) . This, however, would only make the transition even sharper, or mimic a low-energy break at the source even if there is none. 
Phenomenological limits of model A
In the absence of a definite source model, the initial composition of the EGCRs cannot be predicted any precisely. We have shown above that the data could be easily accounted for with a mixed composition similar to that of the better-known low-energy CRs, as would result if the mechanisms by which the particles are injected into the acceleration process are similar in all sources. This is expected for most MHD processes operating after a possibly selective injection correlated with physical parameters such as the volatility or the first ionisation potential of the different elements. Some departure of the EGCR composition from our "generic composition" may however be expected, but as we showed in Fig. 1a , our results are quite robust to even significant composition changes. To better understand how the propagated spectrum depends on the injection composition, we show its different components in Fig. 3a . First, it can be seen that the pair-production dip visible on the proton component is filled by the contribution of the other elements. This is the reason why a mixed composition leads to a completely different interpretation of the ankle and the GCR/EGCR components.
The figure also shows that He and intermediate mass nuclei (CNO, Mg, Si) have their photo-erosion cutoffs between 10 and 40 EeV. As a consequence, if these species were to dominate the EGCR source composition, a significant cutoff in the observed spectrum would result. This essentially sets a lower limit to the fraction of protons at the source. Note however that since the heavier nuclei have a higher Fig. 4 . Propagated spectra, Φ(E) × E 3 , from uniformly distributed sources injecting energetic protons with a spectrum in E −2.6 (model B). The different curves show how the shape of the ankle, i.e. the pair-production dip, is modified when Fe nuclei (left) or He nuclei (right) are included. The labels give the fraction of Fe (resp. He) at a given energy, i.e. the relative normalization of the Fe (resp. He) and proton spectra, at the source. energy cutoff, a source composition that would be strongly dominated by Fe nuclei (or any type of heavy nuclei) would also provide a good fit to the data, although with a slightly different injection spectrum (Allard et al., 2005b) . However, we only briely consider this case in the present study since heavy dominated EGCR components seems disfavoured by the data (see below). We shall simply note here that as long as the protons make the dominant contribution to the injection spectrum, the predicted propagated spectra do not significantly depend on the exact details of the remaining composition. Compositions lighter or heavier than the generic one give an equally accurate fit of the UHECR data.
Apart from lowering the proton abundance at the source, an other way to have the He-and intermediate-mass-nuclei cutoffs appear in the propagated spectrum (which would then drop at too low an energy) is to reduce the maximum proton energy, E max (p), at the source. This is shown if Fig. 3b , where we plot the propagated spectra obtained in the same conditions as in Fig. 1b , but with different values of E max (p), namely 10 a eV, with a = 19.5, 20.0, 20.2 and 20.5. As can be seen, a proton maximal energy lower than 10 20 eV would not be consistent with the HiRes data, even though heavier nuclei can still reach higher energies in this case: E max (Z) = Z × E max (p). Cleraly, higher statistics are needed at high energy to better constrain E max (p). Finally, although we assumed that the maximal energy of all species were proportional to their charge, it should be noted that once the proton cutoff at the source, E max (p), is set, the predicted spectra are rather insensitive to the maximum energy of the other species. The rigidity dependent maximum energy is then not critical for the viability of the model.
Phenomenological limits of model B
Finally, we turn to the limits of model B, i.e. the condition under which the ankle can be interpreted as a pair-production dip. The possibility of such an interpretation (due to the similarity of the shapes of the predicted dip and the observed ankle) is the main motivation -and in fact, to the best of our knowledge, the only motivation -to consider an EGCR component made of protons only (at the source), rather than a mixture of ambient material, i.e. either primordial gas (with ∼ 10% He) or some gas enriched by standard galactic chemical evolution. It is thus interesting to study how the shape of the pair production dip evolves when one includes some heavier nuclei at the source.
In Fig. 4a , we show the propagated spectra obtained with model B (pure proton sources and x = 2.6) and an additional component of Fe with the same injection spectrum. The fraction of Fe indicated on the plot is simply the relative abondance of iron at the source at a given energy. We have considered four cases: no Fe at all, 15%, 25% and 35% of Fe. As can be seen, increasing the fraction of Fe leads to a weakening of the spectrum curvature in the ankle region. The reason for such a flattening is that the Fe spectral shape in this energy range is essentially affected by adiabatic losses only and therefore keeps its original shape (in E −2.6 ). Even for small fractions of Fe, the pair-production dip interpretation thus cannot hold any more , requiring an additional Galactic component to reproduce the shape of the ankle. When the Fe fraction reaches ∼ 30% at the source, the GCR/EGCR transition becomes very similar to that obtained in the mixed composition case (model A).
Similarly, we show in Fig. 4b how the pair-production dip is rapidly filled when He nuclei are added to the EGCR source composition, as a result of the photo-erosion processes occurring below 10 19 eV. Only 10% of He is enough to significantly flatten the dip, and the "ankle" curvature is even inverted when the He fraction is larger than 40%.
It is important to note that such fractions are not large by astrophysical standards, at least within acceleration models similar to that producing the GCRs. While it is customary to think of He nuclei as representing roughly 10% of the CRs at low energy (say, around 10 GeV/n), this corresponds to the relative normalization of the differential spectra in energy-per-nucleons. If one considers the spectra of the different elements at a given energy, as we do here (and as is always done at and above the knee), the actual "He fraction" is much larger. In this respect, the composition inferred from the Kascade observations (Antoni et al., 2005) just below the proton knee may be thought of as representative of the typical expectations for CR sources involving electromagnetic acceleration mechanism similar to that at work for GCRs. Now, for any choice of the hadronic models used to interpret the Kascade data, the He abundance is found to be actually larger than the proton abun-dance at the knee (10 15 -5 10 15 eV), and of course even larger above the knee, since the protons break earlier than the He component. A fraction of 40% of He should thus be considered unexpectedly small for EGCR sources, even if the accelerated material is not enriched by stellar or explosive nucleosynthesis, i.e. even it is primordial gas. This is all the more true, in principle, if the source spectrum is steeper than that of GCRs, as required for model B, and all the more again if a break is present in the source spectrum at energies below 10 18 eV, as is also required for energetics reasons (see above), since the break (if rigidity-dependent) should occur at two times lower an energy for protons than for He nuclei. Therefore, we argue that the interpretation of the ankle as a proton pair-production dip requires a very unusual source composition (at least within standard acceleration mechanisms).
From the phenomenological point of view, model B is thus strongly constrained and requires a significant rejection of any nuclei other than protons, including primordial He nuclei. How this may be achieved by the acceleration mechanism remains an open question. In principle, electromagnetic mechanisms do not distinguish between charged nuclei of the same rigidity, so the required discrimination must probably be found elsewhere. However, as mentioned above, in this paper we only consider the different models from the point of view of their predictions for the spectrum and composition features, so we shall not discuss further the problem of the source.
Composition constraints on the EGCR models

Composition-related observables: X max and ln A
We now turn to the study of the high-energy CR composition and the evolution of the composition-related observables with energy, as predicted within models A and B and in relation with the available data. There are two main observables. The first one is the so-called "X max ", defined as the grammage, in g/cm 2 , measured along the shower development axis (from space to the ground), at which the maximum development of the shower is reached, i.e. the number of secondary particles produced in the electromagnetic cascade is largest. This is measured for each shower by experiments detecting the emission of fluorescence light in the wake of the shower (due to the recombination of the ionized air), such as HiRes. Showers induced by high-energy particles can develop for a longer time in the atmosphere before fading away, and thus have larger X max values than showers induced by lower-energy CRs. Conversely, heavy nuclei have a smaller interaction length than protons in the atmosphere and thus produce showers that develop earlier (on average), resulting in smaller values of X max . While the predicted values of X max for a given nucleus at a given energy is model dependent, their variation with the mass and energy of the incident particle provides an interesting observable to constrain the evolution of the high-energy CR composition with energy.
The second observable is accessible to high-energy CR detectors measuring the distribution of the particles on the ground, including muons, such as Akeno/AGASA. It is based on the estimation of the muon content of the showers, which is expected to be larger for heavier progenitors, due to the larger contribution of the hadronic cascade relative to the electromagnetic one. While a clear identification of the energetic nuclei is quite hard to obtain with such a technique, one may estimate the average mass of the incident CRs (or its logarithm, ln A ), and measure its variation as a function of energy.
Below, we compare the predictions obtained within models A and B for these two observables with the available data from HiRes and Akeno/AGASA (an exhaustive description of the current experimental results can be found in Dova et al., 2005; see also Watson, 2004) . To do this, we first need to compute the expected CR composition as a function of energy after propagation, i.e. as modified by the energy losses and nuclear processes. 
Cosmic-ray composition after propagation
In Fig. 5 , we show the composition of the propagated CRs above 3 10 17 eV, as predicted within the two above-mentioned models, A and B. We have assumed that the GCR component is made of Fe nuclei only above 3 10 17 eV, in agreement with experimental results indicating a progressive transition from light to heavy nuclei at the knee. Our results cannot be significantly modified unless the Galactic component in this energy range turns out to be really light (H or He). A slightly lighter or even heavier (cf. Hoerandel et al., 2005) composition would lead to essentially the same predictions for the observables analysed here.
The case of model A is shown in Fig. 5a , where one can see the relatively slow decrease of the Fe fraction and the even slower increase of the proton fraction. The contribution of intermediate nuclei is highest around 3 10
18 eV, i.e. precisely at the ankle, where they jointly represent more than 30% of the cosmic-rays. By contrast, model B implies a much quicker transition from an Fe-dominated composition to a pure proton composition, as shown in Fig. 5b . Above ∼ 2 10 18 eV, protons make up 100% of the observed cosmic-rays, instead of ∼ 40% in the case of model A. An- other important difference between the two models is the composition at 1-3 10 17 . Model A predicts a very large contribution of Fe up to 3 10 17 eV, and more than 50% of Fe up to 10
18 eV, while model B predicts a larger contribution of protons down to 3 10 17 eV, and still a significant proton fraction at 10 17 eV, which may already be disvafored by the observational data. However, as we recalled above, it is in the nature of model B to require a low-energy cut (or hardening) of the EGCR spectrum -for energetics reasons -which tends to decrease the role of EGCRs with respect to the heavier GCRs in between 10 17 and 10 18 eV. This is shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 5b , which corresponds to a source spectrum showing a break at 10 18 eV, with a spectral index of x = 2.0 below this energy. Besides, extragalactic magnetic fields are also known to be able to prevent low-energy CRs to reach our Galaxy from outside, resulting in a similar decrease of the EGCR component below 10 18 eV. The problem of the too light composition at 3 10 17 eV predicted by model B can thus be overcome either by a change of the spectrum at the source or by invoking plausible propagation effects. However, it then implies an even sharper transition from a pure-Fe to a pure-proton component, which leads to distinctively different predictions for the composition-related observables in the ankle region, as compared with model A. This is discussed below and confronted with the available data.
Position of the shower maximum: X max
Model predictions
To compute the expected value of X max as a function of energy corresponding to the different models, we first simulated a set of 25,000 extensive air showers with the shower development codes Corsika (Heck et al., 1998) and Aires (Sciutto, 2001), not only for H and Fe primary cosmic-rays, but also for He, CNO, Si and Fe primaries. We used successively three different models for the high-energy hadronic interactions, namely QGSJet-01 (Kalmykov & Ostapchenko, 1993) , Sibyll 2.1 (Engel, et al., 1999 ) and the recently developed QGSJet-II (Ostapchenko, 2005) . Combining the corresponding values of X max obtained for each type of incident nucleus at each energy, we calculated the average X max weighted by the relative abundance of the different nuclei, as predicted by the models (cf. and 10 18 eV). With model A, the transition from X max (Fe) to X max (protons) is smooth, over two orders of magnitude in energy. A characteristic feature of this model is the existence of an inflection point in the X max (E) curve, at an energy close to 4 10 18 eV, i.e. roughly at the ankle minimum. It corresponds to a "delay" in the lightening of the high-energy CR composition with energy and is easily explained by the appearance of the He and CNO components, as seen in Fig. 5a . In the transition region, the X max evolution with energy is significantly gentler than in the case of model B, since the composition does not immediately turn to pure protons. A flattening is visible between 10 18.4 and 10 19 eV, i.e. when the observed CRs are dominated by the extra-galactic component and the composition does not change significantly (mixed composition regime). Finally, the X max evolution gets steeper again as the composition gets lighter, due to the turn down of heavier components at the onset of their photo-disintegration processes (beginning with He nuclei).
In Fig. 6a , we also show the case of a pure iron source, as an illustration. It indeed appears that a model in which the EGCR sources only accelerate Fe nuclei can also explain the observed CR spectrum at high energy, in a way rather similar to our model A, i.e. with an interpretation of the ankle as the GCR/EGCR transition and a somewhat steeper source spectrum, in E −2.4 . This corresponding propagated EGCR spectrum and the associated GCR component are shown in Fig. 6b . In this case (no source evolution and x=2.4), the contribution of the secondary protons is low (∼ 7 − 8%) below 10 19 eV. The corresponding X max evolution in the tran- sition energy rate is extremely slow as the composition remains heavy. A strong redshift evolution of the source distribution (type SFR) would increase the contribution of the secondaries up to 30% in the same energy range (due to a harder spectral index required at the source (2.0-2.1) and a higher photodisintegration rate as the density of the sources increases with the redshift). In this case X max would increase slightly faster during the transition. Furthermore, for a strong evolution of the source distribution, a lightening can be expected above 10 19 eV if the maximum energy of the accelerated Fe nuclei is high enough (well above 10 21.5 eV) to produce ultra-energetic secondary protons. It should be mentioned, however, that a good agreement with experimental spectra can be obtained for values of E max (F e) as low as 150 EeV, i.e without any secondary proton production above 10 19 eV, showing that this lightening of the composition above 10
19 eV is not a robust prediction. We can conclude that a pure iron source model would lead in any case to a slower evolution of X max (compared with a mixed composition) in the transition energy range and possibly to a lightening of the composition above 10 19 eV if the above mentioned requirements are fulfilled. While such a model appears viable from the point of view of the spectrum, the predictions on the evolution of X max are extremely dependent on the astrophysical hypothesis. This model then appears less attractive than a mixed composition, and will not be further considered it in the following.
Another curve is shown in Fig. 6a , with label "W". It corresponds to the model of Wibig and Wolfendale (2004) , where EGCRs are essentially protons, but with a harder source spectrum than model B, so that the ankle still interprets as the 19 eV, where good statistics will be available with the Pierre Auger Observatory, should allow one to distinguish between the models.
Comparison with the data
In Fig. 7 , we compare the above predictions with the available data, using the three hadronic interaction models: QGSJet-01, SIBYLL, and the recent QGSJet-II. In Fig. 7a , it can be seen that the predictions for model A fit remarkably well the data from Fly's Eye (Bird et al., 1993) and Yakutsk (Afanasiev, et al., 1993) over the whole range of the transition, including the "delay in lightening" feature. Although different hadronic models give different overall normalizations of X max of the order of 20 g/cm 2 , this is within the measurements uncertainties, and does not affect the conclusion that the data are accounted for in a very natural way within model A.
In the case of model B, it can be seen on Fig. 7b that predictions are systematically higher than the measurements by ∼ 20-40 g/cm 2 . The HiRes data at low energy, between 3 10 17 and 10 It should be reminded that the absolute normalization of X max is quite uncertain and model-dependent. Overall shifts in either the data or the model predictions are both allowable in principle. However, the so-called elongation rate, defined as the derivative of X max with respect to (the logarithm of the) energy, E = dX max /d log E eV , is relatively robust. Because of the sharp transition from a heavy GCR component to a light EGCR component, model B predicts a very large elongation rate at below 10 18 eV, where the transition has to be completed and the elongation rate then settles at to the much lower, pure-proton value. Higher precision measurements and a better control on the hadronic model at high-energy will be needed to assess the compatibility of the different models with the data and to solve the very significant disagreement between the HiRes data point at 7 10 17 eV and the measurements of the other experiments. However, taken at face value with any of the popular hadronic models, the current data on X max (E) clearly favour model A and a smooth transition from GCRs to EGCRs associated with the ankle.
In Fig. 8a , we show again the comparison of the predictions of model A with the data, but including the HiRes measurements rescaled down by 23 g/cm 2 , which is within the claimed systematic uncertainties of the experiment, namely 25 g/cm 2 . After such a rescaling, all the data are in very good agreement with one another (except for the above-mentioned point at ∼ 7 10 17 eV) as well as with the predictions. In the case of model B, the required rescaling would be much larger, namely ∼ 30 g/cm 2 for for HiRes, ∼ 43 g/cm 2 for Fly's Eye and ∼ 48 g/cm 2 for Yakutsk (assuming QGSJet-II or SIBYLL hadronic models), for the two latter experiments the total absence of evidence of a transition ending around 10 18 eV is also noticeable. Given the large statistical and systematic uncertainties, it is however not possible to conclude and reject model B yet, since there remains a possibility that all measurements have been broadly underestimated and/or the models are overestimating X max . However, we claim that the general shape of the X max evolution with energy is a powerful observable to distinguish between the models 1 , which is essentially independent of the hadronic models and (energy-independent) systematic uncertainties on the measurements. In particular, contrary to model B where the transition from Fe to protons is monotonous and sharp (to be completed by 10 18 eV), model A predicts a very specific feature around 10 18.5 eV, as discussed above. We already showed in Fig. 1a that the exact source composition assumed for model A did not have a strong impact on the shape of the propagated spectrum and on the ankle interpretation. In Fig. 8b , we further show that the predicted evolution of X max with energy is also broadly insensitive to the EGCR composition details, by comparing the predictions for the three different compositions discussed above. In all case, the "delay in lightening" feature is present at the same energy, with essentially the same amplitude. This should be accessible to high statistics experiments 2 , such as the Pierre Auger Observatory (Auger Collaboration, 1997).
Muon content of the showers and typical CR mass: ln A
As mentioned above, ground array detectors are also able to constrain the UHECR composition. In the following we will only compare our predictions with the Akeno-AGASA results but an exhaustive study of the current experimental results can be found in (Dova et al, 2005 , see also Watson, 2004 ). The composition analysis of Akeno/AGASA relies on the measurement of the number of muons, from which evolution with energy one can infer the evolution of the proton and iron fractions (x H and x F e , respectively) among high-energy CRs, using shower and detector simulations. From this estimate, one can then compute ln A by noting that ln A = x F e × ln(56). On the other hand, the above-mentioned models can be used to predict the evolution of ln A for a both model A (mixed composition) and model B (pure proton sources), with or without a low-energy break.
In the case of model B, the comparison with the proton and iron fractions deduce from Akeno and AGASA is straightforward, since there are indeed only (extragalactic) protons and (galactic) Fe nuclei among the cosmic-rays (see above). In the case of model A, the comparison is made problematic in principle, for observational reasons. Although it is straightforward to deduce the real proton and iron fractions from our propagation code, it is hard to determine which fraction of the low and intermediate mass nuclei (∼ 40% of the composition at the sources) would have been counted as proton or iron in the experimental analysis. To do so requires an accurate simulation of the extensive air showers and of the Akeno and AGASA detectors, which we cannot address here. In any case, the computation of proton and iron fractions from the muon content of the shower particles depends of hadronic models. For the comparison of the experimental fractions with our predictions, we use either QGSJet-98 (Shinosaki and Teshima, 2004) or Sibyll-1.5 (Dawson et al., 1998) . As can be seen on Fig. 9 , the inferred fractions of iron are indeed very much model-dependent, with differences between the two models reaching more than 50%. As mentioned in , the composition appears proton rich at 10 17.5 when the QGSJet-98 model is used. However, even if the fractions themselves are model-dependent, the general shape of the energy evolution of ln A is similar in both cases (although slightly steeper with the Sibyll model), with a smooth evolution from 10 17.5 to 10 19 eV and a significant fraction of nuclei above 10 18 eV. This contrasts with the sharp drop of the heavy fraction expected from model B (with or without the low-energy break). This difference does not seem to be easy to explain simply by a possible bias pertaining to the poor shower and detector simulations. It is worth mentioning that the Sibyll-1.5 hadronic model generally leads to ∼ 44% less muons than QGSJet-98, and ∼ 17% less than Sibyll 2.1 (Alvarez Muniz, et al., 2002) , which is very similar to QGSJet-II. One can then deduce that the current versions of Sibyll and QGSJet would lead to lower iron fractions than obtained with Sibyll-1.5, but still well above those obtained with QGSJet-98.
On the other hand, model A appears to predict a much smoother evolution of ln A with energy, in better agreement with the available data. For the reason mentioned above, it is however difficult to directly compare the predicted curve with the values inferred from the experimental results (given the significant number of intermediate-mass nuclei). One may just note that they appear compatible. The Akeno/AGASA data also favour a smooth transition over the energy range of interest, which would also be compatible with the above-mentioned model by Wibig and Wolfendale (2004) . For the sake of completeness, we finally note that the Haverah Park composition studies using rise times and LDF steepness Ave et al.,2003b ) also disfavour a sharp transition between 10 17 and 10 18 eV.
Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have studied the phenomenology of the GCR/EGCR transition within two types of models for the extragalactic component: model A assumes a mixed source composition, with nuclear abundances similar to that of the GCRs, while model B assumes that the EG sources accelerate only protons. From the point of view of the CR energy spectrum, both models appear to be able to reproduce the high-energy CR data equally well, although with a different source spectrum and a correspondingly different interpretation of the ankle. Within model A, the source spectrum is typically in E −2.3 , and the ankle marks the transition from GCRs to EGCRs. Within model B, the source spectrum is steeper, in E −2.6 or E −2.7 , and the ankle is fitted all the way down to 10 18 eV by the EGCR component alone, exhibiting a characteristic dip due to the pair production interactions of ultra-highenergy protons with the cosmological microwave background.
Although we have assumed that the intensity of the sources did not evolve in the last few Gyr, none of the results presented here would be significantly modified if the sources actually evolved with redshift, either in number or in intensity. The exact slope of the required source spectrum could be slightly modified, but model A would also require a significantly harder spectrum, i.e. less luminous sources (from the low-energy extrapolation). We also studied the phenomenological limits of the models, and showed that the main features of model A were quite robust to a reasonable modification of the source composition, while the pair-production dip interpretation of the ankle provided by model B would be destroyed if a relatively small fraction of He or heavier nuclei were also accelerated in (and escaped from) the sources.
Since the available data on the CR energy spectrum are not accurate enough yet to discriminate between models A and B, we focused on the constraints that may be derived from composition estimates. We considered two complementary compositionrelated observables, X max and ln A , accessible respectively to fluorescence detectors (e.g. HiRes, Auger) or ground arrays (e.g. AGASA, Auger). We obtained very different predictions for the evolution of these observables with energy, mostly because model B requires that the transition from a heavy GCR component to a light (pure proton) EGCR component be complete at as low an energy as 10 18 eV, whereas the heavy GCR component extend up 3-6 10 18 eV in model A. The early GCR/EGCR transition of model B also implies an even steeper final drop of the Galactic component if a break of the source spectrum occurs at an energy larger than 10 17 eV (remind that such a break is required for energetics reasons and pos-sibly also not to violate the proton fraction measured at 10 17 eV).
In any case, model B predicts a dramatic change of composition between 10 17 and 10 18 eV, which we have shown in Sect. 4 to be disfavoured by the composition analysis of the different experiments. By contrast, the smooth transition implied by the mixed EGCR source composition of model A appears much more compatible with the data.
It should be acknowledged, however, that the composition measurement remain difficult at high energy, and in particular the absolute normalisation of the X max observable is hadronic-model dependent. While the predictions of model A are in excellent quantitative agreement with the current data, an important result of our study is that the shape of the energy evolution of X max is also very different between both models. A distinctive prediction of model A is the presence of an "s" feature in the X max curve, corresponding to "delay in lightening" of the highenergy CRs, directly related to the heavy nuclei accelerated at the sources. This feature may be tested by future, higher-statistics experiments such as Auger, (to some extent) independently of the assumed hadronic interaction model.
The understanding of the origin of the ankle is very important for the phenomenology of not only the ultra-high-energy CRs, but also the Galactic ones. We wish to stress here that it cannot be obtained by the study of the sole spectrum, but benefits a lot from composition studies. It was the purpose of this paper to derive general predictions within the framework of two important and recently discussed models, independently of any consideration about their plausibility or the actual sources and acceleration mechanism involved. We argued elsewhere that model A is from our point of view more natural than model B, because i) a mixed-composition source is expected for processes accelerating particles out of the interstellar medium, ii) a source spectrum in E −2.3 seems easier to interpret (notably in terms of relativistic shock acceleration) than a steeper spectrum in E −2.6 , which would also lead to an energetics problem if not cut at low-energy, and iii) an ankle-like feature is a priori natural for a transition between two CR components. However, we should not underestimate the argument that the ankle is very well reproduced by a single component of extragalactic protons over its whole energy range, with a very limited number of free parameters (Berezinsky, et al., 2002 (Berezinsky, et al., , 2004 . We nevertheless note here that the pure proton model meets some difficulties to account for the available composition measurements. It is a fact, however, that the experimental data are still quite uncertain and do not lead to a completely coherent picture above 10 18 eV, even though they all favour a significant fraction of non-proton nuclei at the ankle and a smooth GCR.EGCR transition. Future experiments with larger statistics and higher resolution will be needed to fully understand the origin of the ankle: Kascade-Grande (Kascada-Grande colaboration, 2005) should be able to measure the spectrum and constrain the composition above 10 17 eV, where the transition is expected to begin for the two models; and the Pierre Auger Observatory will be able to measure the elongation rate above 5 10 17 eV using the hybrid detection tech-nique with a very high statistics above 10 19 eV. The joint use of the fluorescence and ground array techniques will also be crucial to constrain the hadronic models, which are key to detailed understanding of the high-energy CR composition. Furthermore, the very high expected statistics coupled with the full sky coverage provided by the two sites of the Auger (North and South) should reveal the sources of UHECRs and thus provide the last ingredient necessary to the understanding of their origin.
Finally, we briefly comment on the possible influence of extragalactic magnetic fields (EGMF), which have been neglected here. Definite predictions cannot be proposed, mostly because we still lack strong constraints from both observational and theoretical studies about the strength, the coherence length and the structure of the EGMF (see for instance the large differences obtained for similar approches of magnetic fields in large scale structures: Sigl et al., 2004; Dolag et al., 2004) . Qualitatively, however, we noted above that a magnetic horizon effect is expected at low energy (Lemoine, 2004; , which could affect the extragalactic spectrum and make the GCR/EGCR transition sharper. This would thus amplify the specific features of model B described above, and possibly make it even more difficult for it to account for the composition-related data. Likewise, in the case of model A, the magnetic horizon would be rigidity-dependent and thus show at higher energy for heavier nuclei. The mixed composition would thus get heavier with increasing energy (with the heaviest nuclei entering the horizon at higher energy), which could partly (depending on the intensity of the magnetic field) counterbalance the steepening of the X max evolution curve discussed above in the case of a pure proton composition, and also make the characteristic "s" shape of model A more pronounced if heavy nuclei start becoming abundant in the mixed composition regime (corresponding to the flattening of the X max evolution; see above). In any case, whatever the effect of the hypothetic magnetic horizon, it would not lead to a confusion between the predictions of models A and B since the energy scale of the transition would still remain different. Furthermore the expected X max features (steep-flatter-steep) should remain present unless nuclei enter the horizon at energies above their photodisintegration threshold, which would require quite a large EGMF (larger than used in Lemoine, 2004) . A large EGMF could also increase the path length of the UHE nuclei at high energy, as studied by Sigl and Armengaud (2005) and thus shift the photo-disintegration cut-off of the different types of nuclei to a lower energy. However, as we have shown above, the predicted spectrum is not very sensitive to the presence of nuclei at the highest energies. In the case of our generic composition, the proton component already represents 70% of the total flux at 1.5 10
19 eV, and a lighter composition could thus provide a similarly good fit of the data. In conclusion, although strong extragalactic magnetic fields would certainly have some impact on the phenomenology of the high-energy CRs, our general results should not be strongly affected.
